
 

In terms of private enforcement, all the above problems in substantive rule-making can similarly 

impact private individuals seeking justice, only that the norms in question are civil liability rules 

instead of criminal and statutory rules. More importantly, the ease with which individual plaintiffs 

can navigate civil procedures can be crucial to the efficacy of private enforcement. Procedures 

have already proven to be a major determinant of the private enforcement landscape in traditional 

securities law, where factors such as the robustness of the discovery process, lawyer’s 

compensation rules and opt-in versus opt-out class action schemes (and sometimes the absence of 

U.S.-style class action, such as in China, 157  Singapore 158  and Hong Kong) 159  have strong 

explanatory value for the intensity of private enforcement.160 There is no obvious reason why these 

factors will lose importance in private enforcement in the ICO context, especially considering that 

countries have the tendency to rely on existing securities law norms for ICO regulation as 

explained above.  

 

VI. Conclusion 

 

Venture capital’s role in fostering cutting-edge technology companies is invaluable. The rise of 

the crypto-markets offering a new asset class and the ICOs presenting a new funding model has 

prompted a structural shift in the venture capital sector. The question is which business model – 

whether hybrid or pure – will add more value to start-ups and is the most suitable legal vehicle for 

investors. Considering the changes within the venture capital sector, close attention should be paid 

to how to address new risks brought about by the novel venture capital or ICO hybrid models and 

how to effectively protect investors in face of regulatory uncertainty. While regulation should 

continue to support innovation and the application of beneficial technologies, including blockchain 

                                                            
157  Richard Wigley, Class Action-type Litigation in China, China Law Insight (Aug. 26, 2014), 
https://www.chinalawinsight.com/2014/08/articles/ip-2/class-action-type-litigation-in-china/. 
158 Ian Roberts & Vanessa Kilner, Representative action in Singapore: The decision in Koh Chong Chiah v Treasure Resort, Clyde 
& Co (Mar. 3, 2014), https://www.clydeco.com/insight/article/representative-action-in-singapore-the-decision-in-koh-chong-
chiah-v-treasu. 
159   Simon Powell & Chi Ho Kwan, Litigation and enforcement in Hong Kong: overview, Practical Law (Oct. 1, 2018), 
<https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/0-520-6543?transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default).  
160 See, for example, Bernard S. Black et al., Outside Director Liability, 58 STANFORD LAW REVIEW 1055 (2006). 



IV. Risks in the Evolving Market 

 

Investments in crypto-assets, ICOs and blockchain tech start-ups carry risks associated with early-

stage start-ups. The following part highlights the most relevant risks associated with this asset class. 

 

A. Extreme uncertainty, agency costs and information asymmetry 

 

Gilson has noted that in venture capital investments, information asymmetry is extreme given the 

early-stage, high technology nature of investments.78 This is particularly the case, given that 

crypto-assets are a new asset class and blockchain tech companies are complex in their functional 

nature. As discussed earlier,79 the information asymmetry in ICOs is more extreme than that in the 

context of venture capital. In ICOs, such information asymmetry must be at its zenith since ICOs 

typically occur at an even earlier stage and crypto investors often have nothing more to go on than 

the whitepaper published by the start-up.80 This provides fertile ground for the entrepreneur to 

engage in opportunistic behaviour or even outright fraud.81 

 

In a limited partnership-type crypto fund, there is likely to be less understanding on the part of LPs 

on the target acquisitions and in turn, LPs will have to place more trust in the GPs’ investment 

decision-making.82 This creates a situation where traditional agency costs are more severe in the 

context of crypto funds. Agency problems operate in this context on two levels: the LP-GP level 

and the venture capital fund-portfolio companies’ level. On a primary level, investors expect GPs 

to carry out their management duties with the aim of maximizing returns on their investment, 

                                                            
78 Gilson, supra note 34, 1076 (2003). 
79 See text accompanying supra notes 36-42.  
80 Chen, “Blockchain Tokens”, supra note 36, at 7. 
81 Examples include the REcoin and Diamond Reserve Club ICO frauds (see Securities and Exchange Commission, SEC Exposes 
Two Initial Coin Offerings Purportedly Backed by Real Estate and Diamonds, SEC Website (Sept. 29, 2017), 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-185-0.  
82 Investors that choose to become LPs to a crypto-fund may well be advised to consider their positions and protect themselves 
through a careful contractual design. Apart from the risks associated with ICOs and crypto-assets, LPs should consider the impact 
of liquidity, volatility, the spread of risk and agency costs on their positions taken within the fund. Risk management is particularly 
relevant with regards to investments in ICOs and crypto-assets, as many countries do not currently offer institutional protection for 
investors. As a result, considerations as to the effect of liquidity and volatility of the crypto-markets should be reflected on the 
investment mechanism/structure that is better suited to offer LPs legal protection. 



shows that despite these promises, “ICO code often fails to deliver key investor protections, and 

sometimes provides founders with significant, undisclosed authority to alter investor rights.”97 

 

Furthermore, traditional contractual mechanisms which alleviate the agency costs between the VC 

fund and the portfolio company are also less effective in the crypto-asset context. For instance, 

mechanisms such as staged financing and disproportionate control rights used in traditional VC 

contracts with portfolio companies98 are not readily transferable to crypto projects. Indeed, as ICOs 

tend to be a one-time affair, staged financing mechanisms are thus inapplicable. Similarly, ICO 

investors do not have such disproportionate control rights in the invested projects, thus leading to 

increased agency costs. 

 

As a result, VCs need new structures in the context of investing in tokens. There are a number of 

contractual frameworks that the fund may opt for, depending on its commercial needs and the 

particulars of the start-up’s token model.  

 

The first option is straight-forward - invest in tokens and equity through two separate transactions. 

The second, more traditional, option is to buy equity through a Simple Agreement for Future 

Equity (SAFE), which in nature resembles a convertible note, but does not accrue interest or have 

a maturity date. With SAFE, the blockchain start-up will provide rights to the investor for future 

equity upon pre-determined triggering events, without a price per share indication. Simple in form, 

the SAFE contract lacks investor protection guarantees that would normally be in a convertible 

note.  

 

The third alternative is to use a Simple Agreement for Future Tokens (SAFT), which is an 

investment instrument designed in particular for VCs investing in ICO pre-sales.99 The SAFT 

                                                            
97 Ibid at 4. 
98 Gilson, supra note 78, at 1078-1087. 
99 See ‘The SAFT Project’, https://saftproject.com/  (last accessed Dec. 26, 2018). The SAFT contracts have been modelled akin 
to the Simple Agreement for Future Equity (SAFE) contracts used in the start-up sector. 



 

Third, it has been noted that ICOs are currently confined to a narrow market segment – that of 

blockchain or crypto start-ups.43 By contrast, venture capital invests into various kinds of high-

tech start-ups. Meanwhile, ICOs are based on exchanging cryptocurrencies for tokens (equity-

based or otherwise); the volatile price fluctuation of cryptocurrencies may make ICOs an uncertain 

means of raising capital, especially in instances of crypto-market volatility when the ICO issuers 

fail to convert the crypto-assets into fiat currencies. (Rapid devaluation can therefore pose a 

problem for product development). 

 

Fourth, regulatory responses to ICOs vary widely from outright ban (such as in China and South 

Korea) to more permissive regimes (such as in Estonia and Malta).44 Even in jurisdictions which 

adopt a more permissive attitude to ICOs, regulation of ICOs is still at a nascent stage. Should 

stricter regulation be adopted in the future, this may increase the costs of using ICOs to raise capital, 

and may cause start-ups to fall back on VCs.  

 

Lastly, as indicated in Table 1 and Table 2 below, venture capital remains a far more popular 

choice than ICOs for investors. This can be seen in Table 1, which compares the global funding 

volume between venture capital and ICOs on a quarterly basis between 2015 to 2018. It is 

acknowledged that this comparison may not constitute a fair representation of ICOs, which are 

mainly used for technology-related or blockchain-related investments. However, even confined to 

this sector, venture capital remains the preferred choice for investors. This can be seen in Table 2, 

which compares the global volume between VC-backed fintech funding and ICO funding. 

 

Nevertheless, ICOs and venture capital are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Indeed, the 

following section illustrates the different models that the venture capital sector pursues to 

                                                            
43 Andrea Minto et al., Separating apples from oranges: identifying threats to financial stability originating from FinTech 12(4), 
CAPITAL MARKETS LAW JOURNAL 428, 462 (2017). 
44 Dirk A. Zetzsche et al., The ICO Gold Rush: It's a Scam, It's a Bubble, It's a Super Challenge for Regulators (July 24, 2018). 
University of Luxembourg Law Working Paper No. 11/2017; UNSW Law Research Paper No. 17-83; University of Hong Kong 
Faculty of Law Research Paper No. 2017/035; European Banking Institute Working Paper Series 18/2018; Harvard International 
Law Journal, Vol. 63, No. 2, 2019, https://ssrn.com/abstract=3072298 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3072298 , at 3-4. 



On July 11, Japan-based cryptocurrency exchange BITPoint received XRP from its hot wallet irregularly
Streaming Alert. A few hours later, BITPoint realized that Bitcoin, XRP, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash and Litcoin had
was moved from the exchange's hot wallet without authorization. In total, $32 million worth of cryptocurrency
was removed from BITPoint's hot wallet, of which $23 million Belong to BITPoint users
data.bitcoinity.org - Here you can find a wealth of information and clean, data-rich charts detailing the various
Bitcoin mining pools and their hash rates. You can also view price information, such as bid/ask spread data across
multiple exchanges
Founded in 2018, Fortmatic is an ethereum-based Web3 application wallet The company, which recently changed
its name to Magic, is a solution provider for Web 3 and Web 2. Developers and users provide authentication
technology services. The company says its wallet solutions are used in applications including Uniswap, TokenSets.
Multiple ethereum applications such as PoolTogether
South Korea's Upbit exchange was attacked by hackers on Nov. 27, who transferred the contents of its ethereum
wallet in a single transaction 342000 ETH
Approximately 2,500-3,000 tons of gold are mined each year, and while the supply of gold is not as stable as
bitcoin and can be Precise forecasts, but the impact of gold supply is so small that its fluctuations have little or
no effect on the price of gold
Since future Bitcoin S2F ratios can be estimated, it is possible to plot Bitcoin's S2F ratio on a time graph and
Price. Although PlanB rounds the parametric model, it forecasts that in 2020, after halving, each The price of
Bitcoin is $55,000. Distribution Room Note: When PlanB published its article, the price of Bitcoin was $4,000,
having just come off a sharp drop in the recover
In this section, we'll explore a variety of charts that depict some common observations about Bitcoin's future
price action Thoughts. We do not endorse these predictions, but use them as evidence of some of the ideas that
are generally circulating within the trader community
On the 4-hour chart, the continuous upward movement of the price came to an abrupt end near the top of the
Bollinger band and the price is now running around 7520. The 5-day moving average is moving up to support
the price near 7500. . On the accompanying charts, MACD is running above the 0 axis, moving to the upside.RSI
is oscillating at the 60 level. Stoch double line is in overbought zone.
For

a long time, the more features that were integrated into a smartwatch, the more
value it was seen to have, with text messages, phone calls, weather forecasts and
Weibo, WeChat and other "family buckets" are all stuffed into the watch. But the
small disk decided that the mobile phone battery life can not support all-day online,
and finally people still use the mobile phone directly to solve the demand!
The uncertainty in price forecasts is large, with the standard deviation of the
reserve-production model forecast error in the logarithm of price being 0.325, or
The coefficient is 2.11 in either direction.
While Bitcoin and Ethereum gain liquidity in different ways, they are both rooted in
the value of the asset itself. As the price of an asset rises, so does its liquidity
Parity was one of the first organizations to build infrastructure on ethereum. They
created the Parity Wallet and the Parity Ethereum Client. In July 2017, a vulnerability
was discovered in the Parity Multisig Wallet and the attacker Can steal over 150,000
ETH (about $30 million) and in November 2017, the entire wallet was killed which
resulted in a loss of more than 500,000 ETH ($150 million), including from the Web3
Foundation (Parity) team's 300,000 ETH. fortunately, there is a lot of work to be
done in ensuring that the Foundation-based There are plenty of other great options
in terms of the value of ethereum. Most notably the Gnosis team, who not only have
one of the best ethereum multi-signature wallets, but are also leading the way in The
future wave of smart wallets
As further information about Checker was revealed, it became clear that the project
could become Tezos' The cornerstone of the DeFi ecosystem, as MakerDAO is to
ethereum
While this metric has no direct impact on the price of ETH, it demonstrates the
underlying value proposition of ethereum as a settlement layer. Further, the
introduction of EIP-1559 (an ethereum trading mechanism) could have a significant
impact on the supply side of ethereum influence, thereby establishing a more direct
relationship between trading activity and the price of ethereal
The RX wallet encompasses all decentralized applications built on the RiveX
ecosystem, as well as some from other protocols Thus, the RX Wallet is a modern
"super-app" that enables users to One-stop access to all the decentralized apps in
the RX Wallet. The current plans for RX Wallet already include WRDEX, dApp games,
as well as Ethereum, EOS, Tron, and more! Other protocol dApps





I. Introduction 

 

Blockchain technologies are transforming the landscape of the financial industry.1 Initial coin 

offerings (ICOs), also referred to as ‘token sales’ or ‘initial token offerings’ have become a 

burgeoning method for start-ups to raise financing directly from public retail investors.2 ICOs as a 

fundraising method are a creation of blockchain technology coupled with crowdfunding. ICOs 

operate in a digital space, using blockchain technology, where the ICO issuer (start-up company) 

releases tokens for a public offering and sells them either for cryptocurrency or fiat currency. Each 

issue of tokens is characterized by specific conditions which dictate what sort of rights, return or 

utility the investors can derive from the purchased tokens.3  

 

At the heart of the ICO funding model is a promise to utilize blockchain technology and smart 

contracts to enforce financial contracting via the underlying code. Instead of mediating the 

transactional relationship by regulations and contracts, the fundraising process is said to be carried 

out via deterministic code (smart contracts) that automates the relationship between the ICO issuer 

and investor. The concept of smart contracts was introduced by Nick Szabo who defined them as 

‘a set of promises, specified in digital form, including protocols within which the parties perform 

                                                            
1 Blockchain technology can be considered as a form of a distributed ledger technology. The U.K.’s Financial Conduct Authority 
describes distributed ledger technology as ‘a set of technological solutions that enables a single, sequenced, standardized and 
cryptographically-secured record of activity to be safely distributed to, and acted upon by, a network of varied participants. This 
contrasts with a traditional centralised ledger system, owned and operated by a single trusted entity.’ (See Financial Conduct 
Authority, Discussion Paper on distributed ledger technology, Discussion Paper 2017, 10). A report by FINRA describes 
distributed ledger technology as ‘a distributed database maintained over a network of computers connected on a peer-to-peer basis, 
such that network participants can share and retain identical, cryptographically secured records in a decentralized manner’. (See 
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA). 2017. Distributed Ledger Technology: Implications of Blockchain for the 
Securities Industry. Washington, DC: FINRA. As of Mar. 14 2017: 
http://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/FINRA_Blockchain_Report.pdf). Deloitte describes distributed ledger as a ‘technology that 
allows people who don’t know each other to trust a shared record of events’.  This shared record, or ledger, is distributed to all 
participants in a network who use their computers to validate transactions and thus remove the need for a third party to intermediate. 
(see Deloitte, Blockchain: Enigma. Paradox. Opportunity, Deloitte LLP (2016), 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/uk/Documents/Innovation/deloitte-uk-blockchain-full-report.pdf. The present 
paper will use the term ‘blockchain technology’ and ‘crypto’, as a catchphrase for technological ledgers which chain token 
transaction records together into so-called ‘blocks’ using cryptographic signatures.  
2 An Initial Coin Offering (‘ICO’) is a new form of a financing method, whereby the issuing company offers cryptographically 
secured digital assets (usually called ‘tokens’) in exchange for fiat currency or other form of virtual currency.  
3 The process of tokenization enables a new medium of exchange – crypto-assets. In simple terms, a crypto-asset is a privately 
issued currency or a medium of value, whereby the ICO issuer can set its terms and its utility function, and create a self-sustainable 
mini-economy with the ICO project at its heart. Not only can a token (which has no intrinsic value) be used as a medium of 
exchange in this micro-economy, it is also an intrinsic part of the blockchain technology itself, as it allows users to participate in 
the created economy. 



crypto-funds20 control an estimated 7.5 - 10 billion USD of assets.21 VCs have also invested into 

crypto fund of funds (FOFs), and have used ICOs as a means of exiting their investments.22 Other 

venture capital firms have taken illiquid assets, and issued tradable crypto-assets that give investors 

rights in these assets (“asset-backed tokens”).23 Still others have raised capital for tokens, which 

will provide its investors with access to a portfolio of venture capital-backed companies24 or real 

estate. 25  On the flip side, some crypto firms are setting up venture capital arms, focusing 

exclusively on ventures and projects relating to blockchain technology and crypto-assets.26   

 

The majority of academic literature in this space has focused on the topic of ICOs and the attendant 

regulatory uncertainties.27 Although there is literature focusing on the interaction between ICOs 

                                                            
investments soaring to an all time high, Outlier Ventures (Nov. 2018), https://outlierventures.io/research/state-of-blockchains-q3-
the-professionals-have-moved-in-with-vc-investments-soaring-to-all-time-high/. These numbers may not reflect on the full scope 
of VC funding in the blockchain space as some venture capital deals will go undisclosed.   
20 A term used to denote funds that have adopted a crypto-strategy and are actively investing in blockchain start-ups and crypto-
assets.  
21 Autonomous NEXT, supra note 19. 
22 See Part III of this paper.  
23 JWC fund. See https://jwcventures.com/ (last accessed 20 Dec. 2018). 
24 Andra Capital raised USD500 million for a token called Silicon Valley Coin, see Jeff John Roberts,  How to Value Bitcoin and 
Invest in the Crypto Economy: New Advice from Chris Burniske, Fortune, (May 4, 2018), http://fortune.com/2018/05/04/ledger-
burniske/  
25 Fundplaces: https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/singapore-firms-dip-toes-into-blockchain-tech-for-property  
26 Examples include Huobi, see https://www.huobi.com/en-us/capital/ (last accessed Dec. 20, 2018). 
27 Zetzsche et al. (2018) offer a taxonomy of ICOs based on the analysis of a database of 450 ICO white papers (see Dirk A Zetzsche 
et al., The ICO Gold Rush: It's a Scam, It's a Bubble, It's a Super Challenge for Regulators (Jul. 24, 2018) University of 
Luxembourg Law Working Paper No. 11/2017; UNSW Law Research Paper No. 83; University of Hong Kong Faculty of Law 
Research Paper No. 2017/035; European Banking Institute Working Paper Series 18/2018, http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3072298; 
Catalini & Gans (2018) analyse how ICOs can be used to fund venture start-up costs. (see Christian Catalini & Joshua S. Gans, 
Initial Coin Offerings and the Value of Crypto Tokens, (Mar. 2018) NBER Working Paper No. 24418, 
https://www.nber.org/papers/w24418; Chuen (2018) and Li & Mann (2018) emphasize decentralized innovation, networks effects 
and the wisdom of the crowds as concepts inherently linked to value creation behind an ICO. See David Lee Kuo Chuen, 
Decentralization and Distributed Innovation: Fintech, Bitcoin and ICO's (Oct. 25, 2017), https://ssrn.com/abstract=3107659, and 
Jiasun Li & William Mann, ‘Initial Coin Offering and Platform Building’ (Jan. 31, 2018), https://ssrn.com/abstract=3088726; Kaal 
& Dell’Erba (2017) outline the core risk factors for investors and flag ICO practices that require regulators’ attention. See Wulf A 
Kaal & Marco Dell'Erba, Initial Coin Offerings: Emerging Practices, Risk Factors, and Red Flags, (Nov. 8, 2017) in Florian 
Möslein, Sebastian Omlor and Verlag C.H. Beck (eds.) Fintech Handbook (forthcoming) (2018) U of St. Thomas (Minnesota) 
Legal Studies Research Paper No. 17-18, https://ssrn.com/abstract=3067615, and Usman Chohan, Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs): 
Risks, Regulation, and Accountability (Nov. 30, 2017). Discussion Paper Series: Notes on the 21st Century, 
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3080098; Keidar & Blemus (2018) highlight the presence of market abuse, which has not been eliminated 
in ICOs and argue that due to the unregulated nature of ICOs, the danger of market abuse is even greater.27 The regulatory responses 
to these risks have varied and as Clements (2018) argues, there is an inherent difficulty in regulating the crypto market. (see Ryan 
Clements, Assessing the Evolution of Cryptocurrency: Demand Factors, Latent Value and Regulatory Developments (Feb. 3, 2018), 
Volume 8, Michigan Business & Entrepreneurial Law Review (forthcoming), https://ssrn.com/abstract=3117635. Keidar and 
Blemus (2018) highlight the presence of market abuse, which has not been eliminated in ICOs and argue that due to the unregulated 
nature of ICOs, the danger of market abuse is even greater. The regulatory responses to these risks have varied and as Clements 
(2018) argues, there is an inherent difficulty in regulating the crypto market. (see Ryan Clements, Assessing the Evolution of 
Cryptocurrency: Demand Factors, Latent Value and Regulatory Developments (Feb. 3, 2018), VOLUME 8, MICHIGAN BUSINESS & 

ENTREPRENEURIAL LAW REVIEW (forthcoming), https://ssrn.com/abstract=3117635. 


